4D3N TOKYO FULL DAY DYNAMIC – FROM RM1,398/PAX
Min 2 to go (Code: GJ-SHBHFDDE4D3NA3041316)
Tokyo Full Day Dynamic Tour
0900 – 1710 Hrs
(Lunch)
Tokyo Tower - 333 meter high, this self-supporting steel tower is the tallest in the world. On a clear day you can see from
The 2-storey Main Observatory located at 150 metres Ginza and Tokyo Bay, and if weather conditions are favorable you
can even see Mount Fuji.
Traditional Japanese tea ceremony - Experience Japanese tea making.
Imperial Palace Nijubashi Bridge- It was the former site of Edo Castle where Tokugawa Shogun lived. After the meiji
restoration, it become the Imperial residence, situated in the central of bustling Tokyo. Yet it in secluded by the strong
moat and lushy wood. (Exterior)
Sumida Gawa - It takes around 40 minute cruise. Along the way you'll view the modern cities as well as ancient Edo period
architectural under 12 different unique bridge indicating the ever changing Tokyo.
Asakusa Kannon Temple ~ Nakamise Street - Asakusa Kannon Temple the largest Buddhist temple. Kaminari-mon
(Thunder Gate) is the main entrance to the temple. You will find many traditional handicrafts and local specialty and snack
along the Nakamise – dori arraying the path of this temple.
Ground Package Includes :
a. Hato Bus Day Tour Package – English speaking guide
b. Tokyo Full Day Dynamic Tour, 01 Lunch, 03 nites accommodation (Ginza Capital Annex/Ginza Capital Main)
c. Haneda Airport In (Seat In Coach - English Speaking Guide will be used during In/Out transfer)
d. 01 way from Tokyo City Air Terminal to Haneda International Airport by Limousine Bus according to the specified
route. If other hotels apart from the designated hotels in our list, you have to make your own arrangement to
Haneda International Airport

The above itinerary and Meal are subject to any necessary changes accordingly to different departure dates without prior notice. Basically Tour is conducted in English,
if other language is required, it will be on request. The order of the itinerary is for reference only and is subject to weather or any necessary changes in accordance to
local requirement. Should the currency fluctuate the company reserves the right to increase the tour fare. Any changes after booking will be informed accordingly

